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Drought of Africa
Simon Barr witnesses ﬁrst-hand the importance of a sensitive cull plan in the
management of oryx antelope in the arid but thriving landscape of Namibia

S. BARR

H

ow do you set about managing
a 200,000-hectare estate
and its 27 wild game species
during the worst drought
for decades? This is the stark reality many
Namibian estates are facing this year.
Most of Namibia, in south-west Africa, has
experienced prolonged dry spells since
October last year, and the wettest months
of January, February and March saw little
precipitation, meaning the situation will
not improve until at least 2014.
In April, I visited the country for the
first time, staying at the 100-year-old,
family-run Schönfeld estate in westerncentral Namibia. My trip would give
me the chance to assist in some wildlife
management and to compare it with the
deer management I undertake in the UK.
On my arrival, the lack of water
in the country was
striking. Driving

two hours north-west from Windhoek,
the capital, to the estate, every bridge
we crossed spanned a parched riverbed,
and the roadside grasses were scorched.
It amazed me to think that this landscape
could sustain any head of game, let alone
the plentiful diversity I knew resided here.
Namibia is a country of geographical
contrasts. It has wetlands, swamps, deserts,
plains, forests and mountain ranges, and
with only 2.1million inhabitants, it is the
second-least densely populated country in
the world after Mongolia. Consequently,
the lack of human encroachment on
habitat means the wildlife is spectacular.

More than 100 years ago, German
farmer and pioneer Siegfried von Seydlitz
acquired the Schönfeld estate in the
then-German colony of German SouthWest Africa. Since then, the country has
seen enormous change and Namibia
gained independence from South Africa
in 1990. Today it is a stable, multi-party
parliamentary democracy pushing for
economic growth and progressing well.
I was to spend a few days with
Siegfried’s great-grandson, Stephan,
who was raised on the estate and is in
his early-30s. As a qualified professional
hunter and trained in African wild
game management, one of his principal
roles is to oversee the management of
the collective herd of wild game. While
some would salivate at the idea of having
such a day job, maintaining the balance
between species and habitat requires an
incredible level of expertise and

 Huge beasts such as
this male lion suggest the
beneﬁt of spotting from
the safety of a pickup
 Many of the animals
seen, including this oryx
and calf, were in excellent
condition — an indicator
of active predation
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A tracker indicates to Simon the signs of
oryx as Stephan von Seydlitz looks on

commitment. There are few parts of the
UK that quarter more than three wild deer
species, so to conserve 27 game species —
including the celebrated black rhino and
leopard — is a huge responsibility.

Giant quarry

I arrived at the lodge in the late afternoon
and was met by Stephan and his father,
Hartwig. They briefly greeted me
through the window of their Toyota
pickup and explained they would be back
shortly after dark. They returned with a
brace of oryx cows on the flatbed of the
truck, and what immediately struck me
looking at these stunning creatures was
their sheer size — I wondered how much
food and water it must take to sustain such
body mass. These creatures were 400lb
giants compared with my usual quarry, the
elegant but slightly built, 35lb roe deer.
That evening, over the succulent inner
fillets of a Hartmann’s mountain zebra,

I asked Stephan what
role hunting had
played in the
evolution of the
estate over the past
century. He explained: “By harvesting
nature’s bounty, my ancestors were
able to provide meat for themselves
and their workers, as we do today. The
ease and relative cheapness of modern
transportation and the increased demand
for sport hunting during the past 30 years
have meant hunting is now the primary
income source for the estate.
“In many ways, hunting is
helping to rehabilitate Namibia.
We, along with many other estate
owners, have moved away from
cattle production and now farm
few livestock. Wild game is much
better adapted and designed
for this habitat, as they have a
greater capacity to digest the c

Every bridge we crossed
spanned a parched
riverbed, and the
grasses were scorched

Simon glasses for
animals in the vast
Namibian landscape
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c grasses, trees and shrubs. Plus, by

allowing them to flourish it greatly
increases biodiversity.”

Species surplus

We left the lodge at dawn, and the
amount and variety of game we saw
within just half an hour was staggering.
I was astonished to see so many species
in such close proximity — a major
difference from the UK. The environment
felt vast and wild, and every specimen
we saw was in racehorse-like condition
— a clear sign of active predation in
the food chain. However, though the
animals appeared to be in good order,
Stephan explained that the environment
had far too many of them to support,
especially given that the effects of the
drought are yet fully to be felt.
Our plan for the day was to shoot
oryx or wildebeest to add to the cull
plan. We were not hunting but culling
— this meant safe head shots where close
enough, for meat optimisation, and no
stalking through the bush. If we could
safely take shots from the truck, so be it
— this was a big job that needed doing
as quickly and efficiently as possible.

The tools of oryx management
One of the most essential
tools for game management
in Africa is the trusty pickup
truck. From supplying the
power to winch a ton of eland bull,
to providing a position from which to spot and
cull game, it is indispensable.
During a cull, shooting from a truck is
an efficient means of covering more ground.
However, the smarter animals soon switch
on to the danger of this shiny, four-wheeled
intruder, which is easier to detect than a crafty,
nocturnal leopard. Effective culling therefore
necessitates the use of traditional stalking
methods carried out on foot away from the
spooky truck.
In Europe, we tend to use dogs for tracking
large game, but the African way seldom calls
on canine assistance and instead heavily relies

This was probably the
starkest case for the
necessity of animal
management I had seen
Stephan explained to me the necessity
for a thorough cull. He said: “If there
is enough food for 100 animals, but
there are 110, unless we cull the extra
10 they will all eventually perish in a
more gruesome way due to overgrazing
the land. Drought brings prolonged
suffering, so they should be culled
humanely and professionally, the meat
eaten and the others allowed to survive.
As we looked out over a valley, Stephan
commented that drought has always
been a part of the African environment,
as has taking out those animals that are
destined not to make it. If he culls these

on the refined skills of a tracker, whose ability
to read the ground in forensic detail is like
a sixth sense. Spotting and then following
an animal’s tracks using the skill of a tracker
is hunting in its truest sense, and enough of
a reason alone to travel to Africa.
A suitable calibre for plains game would
be 7mm or above, delivering potent terminal
energy. I opted for a 7mm Remington
Magnum to offer longer-range opportunities,
but a .30-06 would have sufficed.
Optics need to be the best you can buy, as
clarity, reliability and durability are essential in
the hostile African habitat. I used a Leica ERi
2-10x42 scope, which is 100g lighter than
the 3-12x50, and that makes a big difference
when stalking all day in the bush. My personal
equipment was rounded off with Leica Geovid
HD 10x42 rangefinding binoculars.

L-r: Simon and Stephan
with one of the culled
animals, a female oryx

animals rather than letting them perish,
we can extract value from them, whereas
if he stands back and watches them die, it
is a waste. This was probably the starkest
case for the necessity of positive animal
management I had ever experienced.
We finished the day with another brace
of oryx in the truck. Over the following
few days, we continued the cull and aided
Stephan’s management plan before the
drought takes a firm grasp later in the year.
All the animals were in good condition
when taken, and all the meat was harvested
for consumption, including one that
I took, which was highly agreeable.

I learned a great deal from my
experience with Stephan, and though
the environment and animals could not
be more different from those in the UK,
the principles of wildlife management
are much the same. Some may think
the management of animals en masse
is brutal, but I now have a far greater
understanding of its necessity having
witnessed an extreme situation first-hand
and seeing the potential impact on a wider
population if nothing is done. 
For more information about the Schönfeld
estate, visit www.schoenfeldsafaris.com.

 Many species live in close proximity to each other
in a landscape that is increasingly bereft of water
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